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TRAXX IS CHANGING THE WAY PARENTS AND KIDS STAY
CONNECTED
The TRAXX is a wearable phone/watch and locator for kids,
designed with parents in mind — giving them the peace of mind
they crave, while providing kids the freedom they need to be
kids. TRAXX keeps families connected in the way they want to
be without the need to purchase a Smartphone for their
children, TRAXX have it all what you need to stay connected
with your love one!
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VOICE CALLING
TRAXX can make and receive calls from up to 10 pre-set
contacts. 3 parents/ guardian number, 5 friend number and 2
monitor number.
ALARM & REMINDER
Preset to send alarm and one-way text messages to your child’s
TRAXX.
SAFEFENCES
Receive notifications when your child enters and leaves a SAFE
FENCES.
SMART LOCATOR
Track your child’s location using a blend of GPS, LBS+, WiFi and
G-Sensor.
INTELLIGENT EMERGENCY
TRAXX calls, records, and communicates location to 2 contacts
for audio monitor purpose.
TIME AND DATE
TRAXX is also a watch and can tell time and date.
COMPANION APP
TRAXX offer Free App with no service charges or subscription
fee (exclude phone call and data charges)
WATER RESISTANT
Water splash resistant. NOT suitable for showering, bathing,
swimming, snorkeling, water related work and fishing.
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KNOWING YOUR TRAXX

Reset Pin
Speaker/ Microphone
Micro USB Charging Port
SOS Button
OLED Display
Reset Pin: The watch can be reset by pressing the pinhole with
fine needle in case of a system error
MIC/ Speaker: Do not cover when calling
Micro USB Charging Port: Connect to power input to recharge
the watch
SOS dialing/answer: Press the button for 3 seconds to dial
emergency number, short press to answer the incoming call,
short press the button to hang up during a call.
Tips: The watch will not be shutdown unless the battery is
removed.
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GETTING THE SALPIDO TRAXX READY
Insert the SIM Card
*PLEASE MAKE SURE THE SIM CARD HAVE VALID DATA PLAN
Unscrew all 4 screws at the
corner and remove the back
cover.

Remove the battery.

Push the level to Left and lift
the level up.

Insert the SIM card in to the
tray properly then close the
lever, push it to the right to
securely lock the SIM card.
After Reassemble push and hold the SOS button for 3 sec to
power up the Salpido TRAXX.
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GETTING TRAXX CONNECTED TO YOUR SMARTPHONE
DOWNLOADING THE SALPIDO TRAXX APP
In order to set up and use your TRAXX, you must first download
the free TRAXX companion app from the Apple App Store (Apple
Devices) or the Google Play Store (Android Devices). Once the
app is installed on your device, tap the Salpido TRAXX icon to
open the app. If this is your first time creating a Salpido TRAXX
account, select “Create Account” and then follow the prompts
to create your Salpido TRAXX account. If you have already
created an account, select “Sign In” and follow the prompts to
connect your Salpido TRAXX to the app if you have not done so
already.

Scan QR to Download From
www.salpido.com
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ADDING SALPIDO TRAXX TO YOUR SMARTPHONE

Click “
” on upper left corner then tap “Add”, you can
either scan the Barcode at the bottom of the packing, or key in
the Device part Number that can be found under the barcode.

Tap here to scan the barcode at the
bottom of the packing
Tap here to key in the part number of
Salpido TRAXX

In case you lost the packing,
you can find the barcode and
serial number inside TRAXX.
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SETTING UP THE SALPIDO TRAXX

Tap to edit device.
Tap and Hold to delete device.

Tap to change Photo.
Tap to assign a nickname for TRAXX.
Tap to Key in SIM card number,
for example 012XXXXXXX.
Tap to add emergency contact
number, when SOS button is press
for 3 sec, TRAXX will call these 3
number and loop for 2 times until
the call is been pick up.
Tap to add friend’s number, total
of 5 numbers can be added. Press
SOS button to scroll for the
number, press and hold to call the
number.
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Tap to assign 2 numbers for audio
monitoring. Only assigned number
can perform this function.

Tap to set the Security Fence area
from 2KM to 5KM.
Tap to set a preset alarm to send
SMS and alert your child without
calling.

Noted to be taken:
*Only number that assigned in emergency number and friends
number can call TRAXX, this is to avoid unnecessary
distraction to your child.
*Only Number assigned in Monitor Number can perform audio
monitoring.
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Changing the Map Provider
Tap for menu.

Tap setting to enter setting menu.

Tap to select GOOGLE Map,
and please make sure only Google
Map is selected. After that tab on
“SAVE SETTINGS”
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Locating Salpido TRAXX and perform historical location search

Tap to enter Locating Screen.

TRAXX last update GPS location
will show.

Tap to perform historical location tracking.
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Select the desire date.

Tap on any point to show the
GPS location detail.
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Tap to perform audio monitoring (only
available for pre assign number).
Tap to perform historical location tracking.

Tap to add Security Fences
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Salpido TRAXX/ Battery Use and Safety Important!
Handle and store batteries properly to avoid injury or damage.
Most battery issues arise from improper handling of batteries
and, particularly, from the continued use of damaged batteries.
• Do not disassemble, crush, puncture, shred, or otherwise
attempt to change the form of your battery. Do not put a high
degree of pressure on the battery. This can cause leakage or an
internal short-circuit, resulting in overheating.
• Do not let battery come in contact with liquids. Liquids can get
into the battery circuits, leading to corrosion. Even when the
watch appears to be dry and appears to operate normally, the
circuitry could slowly corrode and pose a safety hazard. If the
battery gets wet, have them checked by your service provider
or contact Salpido, even if they appear to be working properly.
• Do not place your battery in or near a heat source. Excessive
heating can damage the watch or the battery and could cause
the watch or the battery to explode. Do not dry a wet or damp
battery with an appliance or heat source such as a microwave
oven, hair dryer, iron, or radiator. Avoid leaving your watch in
your car in high temperatures.
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Health and Safety Information
• Caution: Some applications or prolonged usage may increase
device temperature. Prolonged skin contact with a device that is
hot to the touch may produce skin discomfort or redness, or
low-temperature burns. If the device feels hot to the touch,
discontinue use and close all applications or turn off the device
until it cools. Always ensure that the device has adequate
ventilation and air flow. Covering the device with bedding, your
body, thick clothing or any other materials that significantly
affect air flow may affect the performance of the device and
poses a possible risk of fire or explosion, which could lead to
serious bodily injuries or damage to property.
• Do not dispose of the watch or the battery in a fire. The watch
or the battery may explode when overheated.
• Do not handle a damaged or leaking battery. Do not let
leaking battery fluid come in contact with your eyes, skin or
clothing.
• Avoid dropping the watch. Dropping the watch or the battery,
especially on a hard surface, can potentially cause damage to
the watch and battery. If you suspect damage to the watch or
battery, take it to a service center for inspection.
• Never use any charger or battery that is damaged in any way.
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• Do not allow the battery to touch metal objects. Accidental
short-circuiting can occur when a metallic object (coin, key,
jewelry, clip, or pen) causes a direct connection between the +
and - terminals of the battery (metal strips on the battery), for
example when you carry a spare battery in a pocket or bag.
Short-circuiting the terminals may damage the battery or the
object causing the short-circuiting.
Important! Use only Salpido-approved batteries, which are
specifically designed for your watch. WARNING! Use of a nonSalpido-approved battery may present a risk of fire, explosion,
leakage, or other hazard. Salpido TRAXX’s warranty does not
cover damage to the watch caused by non-approved batteries
and/or chargers.
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Silicone Watch Band Care
• A Silicone band is susceptible to discoloration and
deterioration from moisture, sweat and direct sunlight. Silicone
strap may tear or strap colors fade. Constant care is required
and this includes the circumstances in which the watch is worn.
Refrain from wearing Traxx while bathing, swimming and
working with water.
• Always keep the watch clean to avoid from skin irritation.
Cleaning Method
• Wipe off moisture and sweat as soon as possible by gently
rubbing it with a soft damp cloth, and place it in a wellventilated area after removing it from the wrist. Do not expose
your watch to sunlight for extended periods (eg. on a car
dashboard) since this may lead to discoloration/
transformation/ breakage of your Traxx silicone strap.

